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No Compromise Electrical Earthing Systems

Earthing Fundamentals

Proper grounding is a kind of a great science of
obtaining path for the dissipation of current in
to the earth. Hence it is imperative to understand
grounding fundamentals. Earthing is the
physical bonding /connection of electrical /
electronic equipments by a conductor
to the earth. It is a known fact that
earth composition is of a numerous
material that are variously good &
poor conductors of electricity but
the earth as a whole is
considered a good conductor.
For this reason and as a
reference point, the earth's
potential is assumed to
be zero. When an object
is grounded, it is
thereby forced to
assume the same
zero potential as the
earth .if in case of
variation in the
potential of the
grounded object
(higher/lower),
current will pass
through the grounding
connection until the
potential of the object
and earth are the same.

“ Earthing associated
with current carrying
conductor is normally
essential to the security
of the system and is
generally known as system
earthing , while earthing of
non-current carrying metal
work and conductor is essential
to the safety of human life ,
animals and property and
is generally known as equipment earthing”
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ALFREDKIM Systems & Solution Pvt. Limited.

“Sealed maintenance free chemical filled earthing electrode.”
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ALFREDKIM brings revolution in earthing / grounding system technology
ALFREDKIM “Earthing Electrode” is that connection path from equipment to the earth and formed
with a very high quality tests under diverse earth conditions, which provides human safety. A low
resistance ground will keep the equipments at or close to earth potential, reducing any voltage
divergence between equipment and earth. This averts an accident or fatality during human contact.
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ALFREDKIM Electrodes make sure safety of equipments from
voltage surges and transients by arresting damages to highly
sensitive equipments, which can be caused by inadequate
grounding performance. Finally alfredkim
maintenance free
grounding units offer a complete peace of mind, when a low
resistance ground is in place, equipments, personnel and
financial investments are protected.
ALFREDKIM Earthing Electrodes are highly secured, stable and
reliable in all adverse environmental conditions, be maintenance
free and have a long life expectancy with unconditional no
recurring outlay.
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ALFREDKIM Systems and Solutions Pvt. Limited provides Eco
friendly, safe, reliable and noise free grounding system at
an affordable cost. A system you can rely on, designed and
developed to be more effective even in rocks, freezing climates,
dry deserts or tropical rain forests and provides stable protection
for many years thereby offering value for your money. Our
sealed maintenance free chemical filled Earthing Electrode is
produced by a group of highly skilled and trained professionals
having significantly rich experience and through end-end
process knowledge .our products are compliant to Code Of
Practice For Earthing IS : 3043 1987 this means alfredkim
adheres this code which includes comprehensive guidelines on
choosing the proper size of the various components of the
earthing system , particularly earthing and protective
conductors as well as earth electrodes.
ALFREDKIM Earthing
Electrode is an ultra efficient
low surge impedance
grounding system
and provides the
desired low maintenance
interface with real
earth by continuously
conditioning the surrounding
soil. It is manufactured by
using strip in pipe passes
through hot dip galvanized
process ensuring 100%
corrosive protection & water
resistant and ensures maximum
conductivity. This is achieved by
applying a thick layer of Zink
coating (80-100 microns).

Technical Specifications
Earthing
Electrode
(Dia-mm)

Length
(mm)

AKE0248

48

2000

30X6

12

80-100

AKE0276

76

2000

40X6

14

80-100

AKE0348

48

3000

30X6

12

80-100

AKE0376

76

3000

40X6

14

80-100

Product
code/model

Conductor
Size(mm)

Terminal
Diameter(mm)

Galvanized
Micron

“Provides human & equipment safety.”
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Ultra low resistance grounding electrode.
Make certain maximum safety from electrical system faults.
Maintenance free system, no need to dispense water recurrently.
Maintains dependable & unfailing earth resistance.
Limits the system-to-ground or system-to-frame voltage to values safe for personnel.
Offer a relatively firm & secure system with a minimum of transient over voltages.
Authorize any system fault to ground to be quickly isolated.
Protection against static electricity from friction.
Prevents static charge & stray current accidents.
Endow with good grounds for electric process control and communication circuits.
Conductive compound constructs a conductive zone and offers much increased
area for peak current dissipation.
Low earth resistance. High conductive.
Transmits high peak current repeatedly. Endlessly sustain almost the identical
earth resistance value regardless of soil & climate conditions.
Multi-directional dissipation of current.
Stabilize circuit potential with respect to ground and limit overall potential rise.
Eco Friendly, safe, reliable and anti corrosive.
Much stretched life.
Straight forward & trouble free to mount.
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(Ground Enrichment Material)
GEM is a permanent & maintenance free ( No recharging with salt
or chemical which may be corrosive) and maintain earth resistivity
with time. This compound sets firmly and not dissolve or decompose
or otherwise pollute the soil and much suitable for installation in dry
form or in slurry form. This compound has no dependency on the
continuous pressure of water to maintain its conductivity and is most
ideal in areas of poor conductivity suitable for both backfilling around
ground rods and trench installation.
GEM quickly absorbs moisture from the soil when used dry to
reach its maximum conductivity in days. This compound is highly
stable long term, low resistance fill for high resistance soil sites
having high electrical conductivity. GEM also has a low freezing
point & low expansion factor and retains more moisture for longer
Period of time and provide extensive protection to an Earthing. This
Compound is available in 35kg packs.
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Distinctive advantages of ALFRED KIM grounding prouducts and assessment with conventional earthing practice.
Conventional Earthing

ALFREDKIM Earthing Electrode

? Metal pipe in specific to a diameter (GI).

? ALFREDKIM employs highly secured strip in pipe in various

? Prone to swift corrosion due to straight contact with the soil.

need of very deep holes in the earth any where between 40-100

sizes as per grounding requirements instead solitary GI
pipe.
? Earthing Electrode does not at all get nearer in direct contact
with the soil.
? Sealed maintenance free chemical filled Electrodes installed
with high quality particular & specific unsolvable chemical
compounds prevent and protect against any decompose.
? Compliant to IS: 3043 1987 code of practice for earthing .
Electrode and conductors are adequately galvanized (80-100 microns)
and deliver steady & consistent Ohmic value.
? Ultramodern techniques and compliant to earthing standard
along with reliable chemical filled maintenance free AlfredKim
electrodes / GEM (ground enrichment material) lasts longer
with no recurring maintenance and hassles.
? GEM is a permanent & maintenance free (No recharging
with salt or chemical which may be corrosive) and maintain
earth resistivity with time. These compounds sets firmly
and not dissolves or decompose or otherwise pollute the
soil.
? Compact unit, make a hole in the ground by 150mm to
200mm in diameter to the desired depth of the size of
an Earthing Electrode (2/3 meters), trouble-free and
painless process to install, occupies lesser leg room and can
be mounted in less than an hour.

feet. Circulation of short circuit current is comparatively fewer in

? ALFREDKIM Earthing Electrode is bound with exceedingly

? Decompose of metal components and grounding plate.
? Insufficient and inadequate Galvanization standard. Variation in
Ohmic value, which may impact and trim down equipments life
hence gigantic recurring maintenance costs and potential threat
to the safety of human life.
? Conventional and traditional method of earthing necessitates
frequent maintenance and has a diminutive life, this may be
required to transform in every 3-4years.
? The most commonly used substances are Sodium Chloride
(also known as common salt), Calcium Chloride, Sodium Carbonate,

Copper Sulphate, Soft Coke and Charcoal get washed away over
a period of time and salt is known to be a corrosive electrolyte,
this may decay the pipe and conductor used for earthing hence
may not present consistent ohmic value.
? Much cumbersome and protracted process to install and have a

terms of charge dissipation hence produces soaring potential at
the pit resulting in low fault current as measure up to preferred
tripping circuit of fault protection relays.

conductive soil to ensure the dissipation of charge from the
electrode is extremely high and the current mass/ solidity
across the electrode is exceptionally low resulting into soaring
fault current that is sufficient and adequate enough to trip the
fault relays.

“Prevents static charge & stray current accidents.”
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Extensive Applications

ALFREDKIM Systems & Solutions Pvt. Limited specializes in full range of professional services from engineering, manufacturing, installation
and testing of sealed maintenance free chemical filled earth electrodes for grounding system. The grounding system we offer is permanent &
completely maintenance free, no need for periodic watering of the ground pit sand, thoroughly tested product even in unfavorable soil
conditions with specified international norms.

ALFREDKIM exceeds all the design code and safety standards developed to protect personnel property & sensitive equipments which
includes all capital equipments and sensitive electronics at Radio & TV broadcast facilities, airports, air traffic control centers,
railways infrastructure & network, hotels & hospitals ,power generating units, electrical utility substations, metrological data
sites, fuel depots, refineries, chemical plants, telecommunication centers, computer data centers, amusement parks and
domestic ,residential, commercial & Industrial establishments .

Hospitals

Residential colonies

Railways

Hotels

Airports

Industries

Power Gensets

Data centers

Refineries

Communication Towers

Ammusement parks

Commercial Establishments
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Fuel Depots
“Much stretched life & completely maintenance free.”

